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From
Latino Medical Student Association National
External Policy Chairs, 2020-2021
external.liason@lmsa.net
To
Prospective Exhibitors for the LMSA Policy
Summit 2020 (October 2-4th, 2020)
Dear Prospective Exhibitor,
On behalf of the Latino Medical Student Association (LMSA), we are honored to
invite you to participate in the Virtual LMSA Policy Summit on October 2-4th,
2020. LMSA is the largest student-focused 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization committed to
diversifying the health professional workforce at all levels and improving health
outcomes for Hispanic/Latinx populations in the United States. The LMSA Policy Summit
will provide a venue for medical student leaders across the United States to convene
and share practical and scholastic lessons in health policy. This is timely as the COVID-19
pandemic has amplified many of the inequities that exist within our country that
disproportionately affect the Latinx community. In addition to discussing major issues
relevant to our communities, such as immigration, nutrition, and academic
development, the conference will emphasize the need for Latinx physicians in positions
of leadership in all branches of medicine.

As we pursue these goals, LMSA welcomes your new or renewed partnership and
support. The enclosed Prospectus provides more information on the mission and vision
of LMSA, the purpose of our upcoming Virtual Policy Summit, and the many ways that
you and your organization can become involved. This year our conference will be held
virtually, which serves as an excellent opportunity for your organization to engage and
recruit a large diverse group of culturally and linguistically competent student leaders.
We thank you for your help and support in making the LMSA Policy Summit a success
for all those invested in bettering health care for underserved communities across the
country. If you have any questions, comments, or concerns, please do not hesitate to
reach out to us or to our External Policy C0-chairs at external.liason@lmsa.net. We look
forward to working with you and seeing you (virtually) this upcoming October.

All the best,

THE LATINO MEDICAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION
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ABOUT LMSA NATIONAL
The Latino Medical Student Association (LMSA) works to unite and empower
medical students to advocate for the health and well-being of the Latinx
community through service, mentorship, and education opportunities. The
LMSA is a national 501(c)(3) not-for-profit organization created through the
collaboration of five regional Latinx medical student groups representing the
Midwest, Northeast, Southeast, Southwest, and West. We serve 3,000 medical
student members, 7,000 premedical student members, and 5,000 physicians
and alumni across the country.
Organization Goals
1. To unify all Latino medical students into one organization
2. To provide a voice for underrepresented medical students
3. To actively promote recruitment and retention of Latino students at all levels
4. To educate medical students on Latino health issues
5. To advocate for the rights of Latinos in health care
6. To provide leadership opportunities for LatinosTo promote volunteerism in
the Latino community

PURPOSE OF THE VIRTUAL
POLICY SUMMIT
Conference Theme: “Curando a Nuestro País” (Healing Our Country)
The purpose of the LMSA Virtual Policy
Summit is to provide an opportunity for
healthcare professionals and students from
across the nation to learn more about
health policy and ways to champion causes
affecting the Latino community. The
summit traditionally achieves this through
workshops, panels, leadership training,
networking, recruitment, and residency
application strategy sessions.
With the COVID-19 pandemic limiting inperson activities, it is time to innovate in
order to strengthen our nationwide
network and lend support to our members.

Our virtual platform will give us the opportunity to
increase both the number of speakers and LMSA
student attendees by mitigating financial and
geographical barriers to attendance. In previous
years, we have had 120-150 students in attendance.

We are anticipating our 2020 virtual Policy Summit
to be our largest policy summit yet with at least
200 attendees. Now, with the COVID-19 pandemic
and the social distress that our nation is facing, it is
time for all of us to come together in solidarity to
give each other strength and hope for the future.
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TENTATIVE AGENDA
OPTIONAL: Thursday, October 1st, 7:00 PM
Intro to LMSA Policy Summit/Socio App-- Team Intro and Dr. Quinones
opening
Movie Night (“Health Undocumented”), Q&A next day- will be open 24 hours

DAY ONE: Friday, October 2nd, 1:00 PM-10:00 PM
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TENTATIVE AGENDA
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OPENING
SPEAKER:
DAVID A.
ACOSTA, MD

David A. Acosta, MD, provides strategic vision and leadership for the
AAMC’s diversity and inclusion activities across the medical education
community, and leads the association’s Diversity Policy and Programs unit.
Dr. Acosta, a family medicine physician, joined the AAMC from the
University of California Davis School of Medicine where he served as senior
associate dean for equity, diversity, and inclusion and associate vice
chancellor for diversity and inclusion and chief diversity officer for UC Davis
Health System. He previously served as the first chief diversity officer at the
University of Washington (UW) School of Medicine (SoM), where he
established the Center for Equity, Diversity and Inclusion, and was the
founder of the UW SoM Center for Cultural Proficiency in Medical
Education.
Dr. Acosta earned his bachelor’s degree in biology from Loyola University
and his medical degree from the UC, Irvine, School of Medicine. He
completed his residency training at Community Hospital of Sonoma
County in Santa Rosa, Calif., an affiliate of UC San Francisco School of
Medicine, and a faculty development fellowship at the UW Department of
Family Medicine.
((Biography taken from the AAMC Website)
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER:
MICHELE HEISLER, MD, MPA
Michele Heisler, MD, MPA is the medical
director Physicians for Human Rights and
a professor of internal medicine and
public health at the University of
Michigan. Before assuming the role of
medical director, she served on PHR’s
board of directors from 2010 to 2019. She
has participated in multiple PHR field
investigations and co-authored PHR
reports since she was a medical student
in the mid-1990s. Before medical training,
Dr. Heisler was in charge of human rights
and poverty programs in Latin America
and the Caribbean as a program officer at
the Ford Foundation

Dr. Heisler’s research has applied rigorous health services research
approaches to investigate and promote health equity and human rights
among vulnerable populations. She has pioneered methods, programs,
and evaluation tools that improve health by promoting individual human
rights and activating low-income individuals to effectively manage their
health and health care. She has also applied cutting-edge research
methods to investigate health impacts of human rights violations and
advocate for remedies. She has authored more than 200 peer-reviewed
studies in medical and public health journals and is an elected member
of the Association of American Physicians.
Dr. Heisler received her MD degree from Harvard University and MPA
degree from Princeton University’s Woodrow Wilson School of Public and
International Affairs. She completed residency training in internal
medicine and health services research training as a Robert Wood
Johnson Clinical Scholar at the University of Michigan.
(Biography taken from the Physicians for Human Rights website)
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Our virtual platform for the 2020 LMSA Policy Summit will
be “LMSA Events,” designed in collaboration with Socio
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Once logged into the
“LMSA Events” virtual platform, users
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For more information, please contact:
external.liason@lmsa.net
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SPONSORS/EXHIBITOR
TIERS
Early bird sign-up offers you a 15% off of all prices.

*Advertisements/content of sponsors must align with LMSA’s mission and goals. LMSA
reserves the right to decline to advertise for any reason, particularly in the case of use of
racist, homophobic, and/or transphobic language.
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DESCRIPTION
OF
SPONSORSHIP
BENEFITS
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DESCRIPTION
OF
SPONSORSHIP
BENEFITS...
CONTINUED
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DESCRIPTION OF
EXHIBITOR
BENEFITS

Sample Exhibitor Profile on LMSA Events Application
Other applications used:
Calendly is a free online appointment scheduling application.
Attendees can sign up for time slots to speak with you about your
organization during the 2-hour Exhibitor Expo/Fair. You will be in
charge of setting up appointments and following up with
attendees interested. We recommend calendly due to use in our
previous conferences, but you are welcome to engage with
attendees via your preferred method.
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FEE SCHEDULE FOR SPONSORS
AND EXHIBITORS
EARLY BIRD- DEADLINE: AUGUST 21ST
(15% OFF PRICES LISTED ON PAGE 8)

REGULAR- DEADLINE: SEPTEMBER 10TH

REGISTRATION INSTRUCTIONS
1. PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT :
HTTP://NATIONAL.LMSA.NET/POLICY-REGISTER.HTML
2.CLICK ON EXHIBITOR/SPONSOR REGISTRATION
(THIS WILL TAKE YOU TO PAYMENT OPTIONS)
3.REGISTER!
4.YOU WILL RECEIVE A CONFIRMATION EMAIL AND
FURTHER INFORMATION
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS, PLEASE
CONTACT: EXTERNAL.LIAISON@LMSA.NET

FINANCING & FUNDRAISING
POLICY
LMSA NATIONAL IS A 501(C)(3) NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION ORGANIZED BY
MEDICAL STUDENT AND PHYSICIAN FACULTY LEADERS. WE OFFER
PROGRAMMING
THROUGHOUT
THE
ACADEMIC
YEAR
TO
SUPPORT
TRAINEES
FROM
BACKGROUNDS
WHICH
ARE
HISTORICALLY
UNDERREPRESENTED IN MEDICINE (URM). THE REVENUE FROM THE
POLICY
SUMMIT
ALLOWS
US
TO
CONTINUE
DEVELOPING
OUR
PROGRAMMING AND OFFER SCHOLARSHIPS TO OUR MEMBERS TO
ENCOURAGE
THEIR
GROWTH
INTO
FUTURE
PHYSICIAN
LEADERS.
CONTRIBUTIONS FROM OUR SPONSORS AND EXHIBITORS ARE INVALUABLE
TO ENSURE THE CONTINUATION OF LMSA’S EFFORTS TO SUPPORT OUR
MISSION.
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